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Aim of this work has been test a methodology of territory analisys based on princes
of landscape ecology, discipline that studies relations of space and of time between
the various parts of landscape.
The validity of this methodology is manifold, because it lets value modifications that
territory has undergone in course of time; lets dimension concretely landscape
components in function of environment need check in the planning;; at last lets check
presumptively the very project through simulation of proposed actions and through
evaluation of their environment projection.
Following this plan the work is articulated in a first phase of analysis at two historical
different sections, respectively to 1881 and to 1998, with achieving evaluation of
evolutives dynamics, through patterns and indexes of control; in a second phase
where, located the disconnections existing on the territory, have done hypotesis of
intervention.
This analysis has been applied at a portion of province of Biella, around 35500
hectares; after have represented a cartography of the area (paper of use soil), in
relation to the two historical sections, have been applied some indexes of control.

Fig.1: Paper of use soil (1881)

legenda

Fig.2: Paper of use soil (1998)

Biological Territorial Capacity (BTC): greatness that values flow of solar energy
matabolized by vegetable system through the photosinthesis joint to balance capacity
of parts of territory. It has measured in Mcal/mq a.
This index has been applied, in a first time, at the whole territory; passing from the
generals to the particulars, has estimated the value of BTC of human and natural
habitat and even more of the habitat apparatus; so has been possible valuing in
deeper way the evolutive
dynamics.

Habitat Standard: ecological standard referred to human habitat, utilized to
individuate taking capacity of a territory. Concept of human habitat, if put in relation to
density specific of population, is useful town-planning parameter that innovate on
ecological bases, concept of geographic and territorial density.
HS=HU/inhabitants

Percolation: phisical and neuter pattern; phisical because it was born to describe
properties phisical of the polymers and of vitreous substances and constitutes base
for study of flow of liquids through the material aggregated; neuter, because hasn’t
got unit but values probability that biotic communities pass along the whole
Landscape Mosaic. If cells occupied by natural and semi-natural system are about
60%, it has percolation.

The use of these indexes has consented to individuate and estimate phenomena and
processes that have trasformed territory from 1881 until today. Analysing separately
and at any historical section, two common, with antrophic characteristics one, and
naturals
the other, has noted that there are more disconnections today than 1881. Analysing
the paper of percolation has elaborated the project; presence of antrophic energetic
flows, however necessary for survival of town, and energetic natural flows, gived from
system of woods and rivers, isn’t enough for the balance of landscape. It is
necessary creating an energetic natural flow that connect the great natural area.
(System A, System B - Fig. 3).
On this consideration have been done some hypotesis of project. Also management
of territory assumes a sure role in the optical of landscape reclamation:
agroecosystem, if correctly managed, can represent a precious resouce for creation
of wildlife corridors.

Fig. 3: paper of project
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For methodology applied to Biella’s province see also thesis of:
Grammarians Paravicini (February 1998), Andrea Garrione(February 1998)
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